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About This Game

Design, build and wire up your own unique robot to complete challenging logic puzzles.

LogicBots is a puzzle game where robots are used to complete the various levels. Sometimes the LogicBots will be controlled by
the player and other times they will work independently to complete the puzzles. In both cases it will be up to the player to

design, build and wire their LogicBot to meet the requirements of the level.

Key Features

40 challenging levels
5 in depth tutorials
3 bonus objectives for each level
Language packs
Sandbox mode
Level builder
Workshop integration
Endless combinations of parts and circuits
Physics driven gameplay
Soundtrack by Brandon Penney aka Neon-Bard
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Incandescent Games
Publisher:
Incandescent Games
Release Date: 8 Feb, 2017
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Update##############
Leaving the original review because while it is outdated towards this game, it still is an issue that makes the difference between
a good puzzle game and a bad one.

With that said, when I first wrote my review, I did sat I enjoyed the game but could not recomend it due to the fact that you
could run the same thing 20x in a row and get 20 different outcomes. Since that time this issue has been fixed and now the
simulation is much more reliable thus my change of not recommended to recomended. I never had an issue with the game play
itself, it was enjoyable, it was purely the unreliability of the simulation that made this game as good as Bad Ratz, now that that
issue seems to be fixed I can give it a reccomendation.
###############Original Review#############
While the game is fun and interesting to play unfortinatly I can not currently reccomend buying this game. I enjoy these type of
games, and this one has potential but with one major turnoff in its current state, the same turnoff that made Bad Rats a bad
game... you can run the exact same robot with making zero changes what so ever and get three entirely different results. It seems
the calculations are tied to the frame rate, but when VSync enabled still bounces the frame rate between 60-61 (200+ with
Vsync disabled) that 1 FPS bouncing back and forth at different times ends up making the same robot without being modified at
all do different things each time.

If they can get the Bad Rats issue out of this game I would fully recommend it, but when a game about making minor tweaks to
fix issues can not even keep the same results when running the same thing over and over it makes it more of a game of luck then
of actually making the perfect tweaks.

It has potential, it is fun even with that issue, but I just can not recommend it fully until that gets sorted out.. This is one of the
best simulation games that I have ever played. There is nothing more satisfying than accomplishing the task after spending time
tweaking and redesigning over and over again. The game builds upon itself and scales rather quickly at times. Overall it is a way
better introduction to robotics than reading textbooks! I'd highly reccomend this game for anyone that is curious about small
robots and microcontroller logic.. I really wanted to like this game, but the User Interface is really clumsy and not fun to work
with at all.

The challenges start simple enough, but rapidly grow in difficulty and scope, to the point that I'm still not sure how to clear the
next puzzles I have access to.

The UI needs a complete overhaul.. Working good... I know a lot of my students will love this game that will teach them the
basics of logic, sensors and robot making..

I woud like to see a similar game with arduino..... I really tried to support the game by buying it during early access phase. It
worked partially but some game modes made my computer crash and I wasn't able to play them at all.
So I decided to wait for further development and for the game to be finished. It is finished now but I makes causes my
computer to crash now in any game mode... so I can't play the game at all now.

I asked Steam for a refund and they wrote that I "played" for more than 2 hours (in my case 7 hours) and I can't get a refund.

I guess the developers don't care so I can't really recommend this game to anybody because it may crash and not work at all on
your computer. My computer is plenty fast, 16Gb Ram.... the game should run....but it doesnt.

I recommend to buy a cheap Arduino starter set instead and learn building real robots .... doesnt even make your computer
crash.. At first 20€ seemed too much for this game, because i know a lot of game that cost more and offer less..
But when i played the demo, i was convinced 20€ was fine for this game.
I would not recommend this game for everyone, but for people who like to build automated stuff and robots and know
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something about logic gates. But even if you don't know anything about gates, the game teaches you a bit and you will get into it.
And one other great thing was, that the developer immediately responded in the steam forum after a bug report.

I would recommend you play the demo, and if you like it, buy it. There are many more interesting challenges to come.. The
ccontrols are a bit clumsy for building circuits and there are several spelling and grammar errors in the tutorials and objectives
information. These 2 things give the impression that the game is not polished yet. Overall, the game is fun to play.. Great game.
An interesting challenge to design a robot to solve each puzzle. While the graphics are nothing to write home about, the physics
and robots are realistic enough that could go buy a robot kit and handful of sensors and approximate many of your designs in
reality. Also, I really want to see more of these type of build and program style games. I am g0dHims3lF and I approve of this
game.. Making you suffer by blocking access to XOR gate on early levels (with no reason, just "because") doesn't feels fun in
any way. Will give it another chance later though. This is one the best robot simulators. 10/10
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If you were/are in your high school's robotic club, this will offer you a very nostalgic experience:

staying late playing with parts and electronics...
by yourself...
while your AP physics teacher watches from his desk in the distance...

10/10 would relive my high school glory days again. Super cool game. I workout for those old logic circuits buried in your brain
from foggy school days. I great casual thing as you may need to walk away amd ponder the problem to complete the task.. The
developers couldn't decide whether they wanted to make a game or an engineering simulator, so they came up with something
which is no good at either.

Both of the UIs (mechanical and logic) are far below the level which would be acceptable in a serious application; particularly
the mechanical one. But at the same time, the program doesn't provide the kind of simplifications you'd find in a game.
Meaning that you're expected to perform tasks with a real-world level of detail using tools only suitable for a game.

Just under two hours to do the tutorial and one level. I don't expect to get any more play time from it unless the devs face up to
their mistakes and give it a complete overhaul.
. So far enjoying this 'game' immensly! The variety of puzzles is very enjoyable, with some being rather difficult to figure out
initially. Also, there is multiple ways to complete the objectives, so if cannot complete one way, then trying a different method
may easily complete the objective.
I hope this game continues to be updated with many more logic 'blocks', which will make this game have a very long-term
lifespan. This is already a very good logic teaching tool.. Logic bots is a good game with interesting concept. Although I have to
admit that this game is not for everyone, if you like logic puzzles based on some variation of logic gates you'll have a great fun
with this game. Levels are original and gameplay is not bad too. The game advanced a huge bit since I first played it and it looks
quite promissing.

One thing I have to warn you about is that at least at this stage of development you need somewhat stronger PC to have fun
without strugling with various defects caused by slow physics processing.
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